Accurate and absolute quantitative measurement of gene expression by single-tube RT-PCR and HPLC.
We report a method that allows accurate, absolute quantification of gene expression in a single reverse transcriptase (RT)-PCR reaction. This method makes use of novel high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) technology to resolve and quantify the products of competitive, mutant RNA PCRs. The HPLC technique allows rapid, high resolution of reaction products. On-line UV detection eliminates the need for radiolabel or other tracers. The HPLC technique also demonstrates that these competition reactions readily generate heteroduplex products. The ability of HPLC to resolve and quantify heteroduplex products is fundamental to the accuracy of the technique. Accurate measurements of gene expression have been obtained over four orders of magnitude and experiments employing predetermined quantities of specific native RNA input have demonstrated the ability of the system to provide absolute estimates of gene expression. Large size differences between native and mutant RNA inputs affected reverse transcriptase (RT) efficiency, but not PCR amplification efficiency. However, the magnitude of the RT efficiency effect can be estimated, is reproducible, and can therefore be adjusted by a calculated correction factor. The RT efficiency difference can been eliminated by reduction in the magnitude of the sequence difference between native and mutant RNA so that no correction factor is required. The application of the technique to quantification of expression of the alpha 1 subunit of sodium, potassium-ATPase in microdissected nephron segments is demonstrated.